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DECONSTRUCTIONAS SOCIAL CRITIQUE:
DERRIDA ON MARX AND THE NEW WORLD ORDER

SPECTERSOF MARX: THE STATEOF THE DEBT, THE WORK OF MOURNING,AND THE

Jacques Derrida. Translatedby Peggy Kamuf. New
Yorkand London:Routledge, 1994. Pp. xx, 198.
NEW INTERNATIONAL.By

Jacques Derrida's importanttheoretical and political intervention,Specters of
Marx, attemptsto formulatea social critique adequateto the post-1989 world.'
Writtenin darktimes when, as Derridaputs it, no ethics or politics, whetherrevolutionary or not, seems possible and thinkable (xix), Specters of Marx delineates the contoursof a critiqueof the contemporaryworld which calls for a fundamentalbreakwith the present.In the face of the new world orderfollowing the
collapse of the Soviet Union and EuropeanCommunism, and the widespread
claims that Marx and Marxism are finally dead, Derrida takes a strong stand
againstthe triumphalismof economic and political neo-liberalism.He scathingly criticizes capitalism,defiantlypresentsdeconstructionas the heir of a certain
spirit of Marx, and calls for a new Internationalas a response to the new Holy
Alliance of the outgoing twentiethcentury.
Derrida'stheoreticalstrategyis complex: He argues that an adequatecritique
of the world today must positively appropriateMarx and yet fundamentallycriticize him. Derridaseeks to contributeto such a social critiqueby separatingout
a certain"spiritof Marx"from what he regardsas the ontologizing and dogmatic aspects of Marxism.
This strategyof appropriatingand criticizing Marx in orderto grasp the new
world orderimplicitly suggests that an adequatesocial critiquetoday must seriously engage the problematic of global capitalism, and that the tendency to
bracketpolitical-economicconsiderationswhich characterizeda varietyof critical approachesin the past two decades no longer is tenable. Derrida'sstrategy,
then, implicitly requiresdeveloping and explicating the social-theoreticalimplications of deconstruction.And, as I will indicate, althoughhis approachfruitfully raises and helps clarify a numberof importantissues, its limits emerge most
clearly precisely when it is consideredas a social critiquethatcan graspthe contemporary world. This raises more general questions about the differences
between a critical social theory and a critical philosophicalposition, and illuminates the limitationsof the latter.

1. I would like to thankNicole JarnaginDeqtvaal,as well as MartinJay,Tom McCarthy,and Neil
Brennerfor their helpful and insightful criticisms.
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Specters of Marx is divided into five chaptersorganizedaroundthe centralconception of spectrality that which is not identical with the present.This notion,
which calls into question the givenness and necessity of the present order of
things, is at the heartof Derrida'sattemptto outline a critical theory of contemporary society that appropriatesthe emancipatory spirit of Marx's approach
while providinga fundamentalcritiqueof contemporarycapitalistsociety as well
as of traditionalMarxisttheory and practice.
Derridabegins the work with a discussion of specters those of Marx, who
has been declared dead, and of Hamlet's father (3-4). As one who would claim
the inheritanceof Marx, Derridathematizesimplicitly the relationof the wouldbe heir to the ghost of the father.He does so in existential terms, with reference
to the question of learning to live, which, he claims, requirescoming to terms
with death. This, in turn,entails coming to terms with the spectral,with ghosts.
The ghost both is and is not. Hence, learning to live, Derridaimplies, requires
getting beyond Hamlet's "existential"oppositionof being and not-being,life and
death (xvii-xviii).
This indeterminacyhas both personal/ethicaland political/historicalimplications. As thatwhich is and is not, the specterrepresentstemporalitiesthat cannot
be graspedadequatelyin terms of presenttime. They include a past that has not
passed (the ghosts of Marx and Hamlet's father) as well as a future that breaks
with the present (Marx's image in The Conmunuist Manifesto of the specter of
communism haunting Europe) (3-4). These temporal dimensions, past and
future, are related for Derrida;he states that there will be no future without the
memory and inheritanceof Marx, or at least one of his several spirits (13).
The notion of the past and futureas temporalitiesnot fully subsumedby present time is central to Derrida'sconception of spectralityas the non-contemporaneitywith itself of the living present. Spectralityentails temporaldisjuncture;
it expresses thatwhich does not exist solely in the "chainof presents"(xix, 4, 2527).
This conception of non-identicaltemporalitiesserves as the means by which
Derrida in this work extends his earlier critique of phenomenology and of the
metaphysicsof presence. He relates the latter,along with the philosophicalcategories of substance, essence, and existence, to the domination of a present of
homogeneousmodulartime, to time as the linking of modalized presents,and to
any teleological orderof history.His critiqueof the presentas presence is undertakenfrom the standpointof a politics based on the non-identical,non-presentist
temporalityof spectrality.Derridacharacterizesthis politics as one of responsibility to the past, to the dead victims of war, violence, and oppression and to
the future,to those not yet born (xviii-xix, xxix, 25-27, 70-75).
Such a politics of memory,inheritance,and generationsis relatedto Derrida's
conception of justice. He notes that Hamlet, proclaimingtime to be out of joint,
curses his mission to do justice, in the sense of righting history. Derridacom-
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ments that right or law stem from vengeance; as such, they are expressions of a
system of equivalencesthatcan only reproducethe present.This raises the question (implicitly informedby the notion of spectrality)of the possibility of a justice beyond right, a justice finally removed from the fatality of vengeance (21).
Heideggeralso attemptedto formulatean alternativenotion of justice, a notion
of justice beyond right (Dikj). However,accordingto Derrida,Heideggerassociated suchjustice with jointure;hence, his notion of justice remainedboundto the
metaphysics of presence. Derrida's conception of justice beyond right distinguishes itself from Heidegger's inasmuch as it entails a relation to the other as
other-and this, according to Derrida, requires disjointure or anachrony.
Denida's notion of justice, then, is relatedto spectrality(25-27).
In general,accordingto Derrida,deconstructionas a criticalprocedureis rooted in disjointureand anachrony.It abjuresthe closed totalizing horizon of juridical-moralrules, norms,or representationsthatforeclose the chance of the future.
The future to which Derridarefers is related to his notion of spectrality;it is a
futurethat, breakingbasically with presenttime, no longer would belong to history (21).
At the center of Derrida's considerations,then, is a fundamentalcritique of
presentism,of an existing orderthat presentsitself as immutable.His critiqueis
in the name of another future and a conception of justice beyond presence,
beyond right and calculation.Derridarefers to such a critiqueas a "desert-like"
messianic position, one without content and without an identifiable messiah,
which he contraststo the concrete, embodied, ultimatelypresentistcharacterof
eschatological, teleological, and apocalypticpositions (28).
Derrida'snotion of the abstractmessianic is the first indication in this work
that, like his critiqueof logocentrismfrom the standpointof the primacyof writing, one strand of the critical position he is developing is a critique of basic
aspects of ChristianWesternthoughtfrom the secularizedstandpointof its most
fundamentalother-the Jews. His appropriationof an aspect of the Jewish tradition as a refusal to come to terms with the given is reminiscent of Walter
Benjamin's "Theses on the Philosophy of History," as well as of Max
Horkheimer,who, in 1938, in still darkertimes, wrote: "[T]hereare periods in
which the status quo . . . has become evil. The Jews were once proud of abstract
monotheism,... theirrefusalto make somethingfinite an absolute.Theirdistress

today points them back. Disrespect for anythingmortal that puffs itself up as a
god is the religion of those who cannotresist devotingtheirlife to somethingbetter, even in the Europeof the Iron Heel."2
Having introducedthe notion of the messianic, DerridacharacterizesMarx's
legacy in those terms, as a political injunctionwhose force rupturesand disarticulates time (30-31). Like spectrality,the emancipatoryspirit of Marx's thought
calls into question the sharp dividing line between actual present reality and
2. Max Horkheimer,"The Jews and Europe,"in Critical Theoty and Society, ed. Stephen E.
Bronnerand Douglas M. Kellner(New Yorkand London, 1989), 94.
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everythingthatcan be opposed to it-a line drawnby the powers thatbe in order
to reassurethemselves. Derridaasserts that, in the face of the new world order,
the lessons of the greatworks of Marxhave become particularlyurgenttoday.At
the same time, appropriatingone of Marx's spirits has become easier, given the
collapse of EuropeanCommunismand the dissolutionof the Marxistideological
apparatuses.Under these circumstances,neglecting Marx becomes a failing of
theoretical,philosophical,and political responsibility(1 1, 13).
Derrida's conceptions of spectrality and the messianic, then, provide the
frameworkfor his attemptto positively appropriateMarx's legacy. These conceptions also provide the standpointfor his critiqueof neo-liberaltriumphalism
and teleological eschatology-both of which are combined in Francis
Fukuyama'sThe End of History and the Last Man. Derridatreats this book as
exemplaryof the new dominantideological discourseswhich declarethe victory
of capitalism and dismiss Marx and the possibility of a basic transformationof
society; they do so, he argues,in orderto disavow the threateningand threatened
characterof the new world order (49-53, 57). Fukuyama'sfundamentalthesis,
derivedfrom Kojeve's interpretationof Hegel, is that the recent worldwide collapse of dictatorshipssuggests the coherent and directionalprocess of human
History has reached its end-a universal and homogeneous state based on the
free marketand liberal democracy(56-61).
CharacterizingFukuyama'streatmentof history as a form of Christianeschatology and, hence, ultimately as presentist,Derridacriticizes it on a numberof
different levels. He argues on a theoretical level that Fukuyama'streatmentof
history necessarily oscillates between two irreconcilablediscourses. On the one
hand,his position has to have recourseto the empirical,to what it claims actually happened-the deathof Marxismand the realizationof liberal democracy.On
the other hand, it must disregardthe variouscataclysms of the twentiethcentury
as merely empirical, as opposed to the ideal orientationof most of humanity
toward liberal democracy (57, 62-64).

But Derrida'scritique is not only textually immanent;it is also empirical. In
the third chapter, he describes the current world situation in terms starkly
opposed to those of triumphalistneo-liberalism.Despite the celebrationsof the
advent of the ideal of liberal democracy and the capitalist market,all evidence
indicates that neitherthe United States nor the EuropeanCommunityhas come
close to the ideal of liberal democracy.Moreover,the currentworld situationis
characterizedby an enormous inequalityof techno-scientific,military,and economic development,with the result that "neverhave violence, inequality,exclusion, famine, and ... economic oppressionaffectedas many humanbeings" (85).
This situationunderminesany teleological understandingof history (53-54, 6364, 78).

Nevertheless, Derrida does not proceed to analyze these historical developments. Instead,he providesa "taxonomy"of the salient characteristicsof the current world situation.He does so by listing "tenplagues"of the new world order:
new forms of unemployment;growing exclusions of the homeless, the poor,
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exiles, immigrants,and so on from politics; world-wide economic wars; contradictions in the concept and realityof the free market;the problemof foreign debt
and its consequences (hungerand despair);the centralityof the arms industryto
research,economy, and the socializationof labor;the spreadof nuclearweapons;
inter-ethnicwars;the growing importanceof the Mafia and drugcartels;the present state of internationallaw and its institutions(78-82).
Marx's analysis could illuminatethe problems of the contemporaryworld as
well as the characterof this new dominantdiscourse, accordingto Derrida,providing one modifies that analysis (for example, avoids the base/superstructure
model and does not identify social dominationwith class alone) (53-54, 63-64).
Derridaapprovinglypoints to the self-reflexive historicity of Marx's theory, its
openness to its own transformationand reevaluation,its lucid analysis of the
ways in which the political is becoming worldwide, as well as the continued
importanceof the Marxist "code"in analyzing the contemporaryworld (13, 54,
88).
Nevertheless, Derridaargues,Marx's emancipatoryspirit has frequentlybeen
contravenedby Marxism'sown practices,which have been associatedhistorically with fixed forms such as organizations,parties,and states-that is, with forms
of presence (29). As a result, aspects of Marxismsharesome characteristicswith
neo-liberal triumphalism. Accepting Fukuyama's contention (adopted from
Kojeve) that, like Hegel, Marx posited an end of history,Derridamaintainsthat
Marx's and Fukuyama'snotions of history overlap in fundamentalways. And
Derridarejects what he regardsas their sharedconceptions-the idea of an end
of history and a conception of historicaltemporalityas the successive linking of
presents identical to themselves. Both remain within a frameworkof homogeneous time that hindersthe possibility of a qualitativelydifferentfuture (70).
At this point, an importantaspect of Derrida'stheoreticalstrategyhas become
evident. He characterizesboth contemporaryneo-liberaltriumphalismand dogmatic Marxismas rejectingspectrality.The concept of spectrality,then, is intended to provide the basis for a fundamentalsocial critiquethat is directed against
both terms of the opposition constitutiveof the Cold War.
Derridaseeks to get beyond this opposition by distinguishingthe elements of
Marx's inheritancethat affirm spectralityfrom Marxism as ontology, as metaphysical system ("dialecticalmaterialism").His aim is to reestablisha social critique of the contemporaryworld by recovering what he calls the historicity of
history against positions that cancel such historicity, namely, the "onto-theoarcheo-teleological"concept of history in Hegel and Marx, and the "epochal
thinking"of Heidegger(68, 74-75). He seeks to do so with a conceptionof eventness outside of presenttime-similar to Benjamin'simage of the tiger's leap of
the revolutionas the messianic blasting of a specific era out of the homogeneous
course of history.3With this notion, Derridaattemptsto open up the possibility

3. WalterBenjamin, "Theses on the Philosophy of History,"in Critical Theoryand Society, ed.
Bronnerand Kellner,260-263.
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of thinkingof the messianic affirmativelyand, hence, of emancipationas promise
ratherthan as onto-theological or teleo-eschatological programor design (7475).

Derridarelates the concept of democracy to such a promise. He speaks of a
democracyto come as a promise that would not simply be a future modality of
the living present.The promise of such a democracyinvolves respect for the singularity and infinite alterityof the other on the one hand, as well as respect for
the calculable equality between anonymous singularitieson the other (64-65).
Democracy,then, as a breakwith the present,entails overcomingthe opposition
between the particularand the universal.This attemptto conjoin respectfor alterity and equality sharplydistinguishesDerrida'sapproachfrom neo-romanticcritiques of modernityand from all who yearn for "community"in ways that roll
back what Derridahere implicitly valorizes, in the spirit of Marx, as a positive
aspect of capitalistmodernity.
Derridadiscerns the sort of politics that points towardthe promise of such a
democracy in the new International-a vast array of non-governmental,nonpartymovementsand institutions-that has emergedas a political responseto the
new order.What characterizesthis new International,according to Derrida, is
that it is without fixed forms such as organization,party,state, nationalcommunity, or common class membership.That is, it is a movementbeyond presence.It
effects the sort of differentiationof the Marxianlegacy on a practicallevel that
Derridaseeks to effect theoretically;it is inspiredby one of the ("desert-likemessianic") spirits of Marx while abjuringthe institutionalframeworkand dogmatics of classical Marxism(29, 85).
This differentiationis the basis of Derrida'sappropriationof Marxand his representation of deconstructionas the heir to a certain spirit of Marxism, to a
unique non-religious, non-mythological, non-nationalproject which is fundamentally separablefrom the totalitarian"perversion"of Marxism and the techno-economic and ecological disastersto which it gave rise. These latter aspects
of Marxism, accordingto Derrida,resulted from an ontologization of the spectral (89-91).
The specterhauntingthe modernworld since 1848 has been the possibility of
a fundamentallydifferentfuture.Communism,like democracy(and like the messiah), is always still to come, accordingto Derrida;it is distinguishedfrom every
living present.Recent declarationsby the new Holy Alliance that Marx is irrevocably dead should be understood as attempts to nullify the two untimely
specters of democracyand communism(95). This fear of the spectralfuturehas
had extremely negative consequences, according to Derrida;it has been at the
root of many of the most negative developments of the twentieth century.He
provocativelysuggests that all the various forms of totalitarianism-Nazi, fascist, and Communist-were ultimatelyrootedin reactionsto the fear of the ghost
that communisminspired;they all attemptedto incorporatethat ghost animistically. Not only, then, did the Holy Alliance, terrorizedby the specterof commu-
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nism, undertakea war againstit thatis still ongoing, but thatwar has been waged
againsta camp that itself has been organizedby fear of the specter (105).
Having attributedthe totalitariandimension of Communismto the fear of the
spectral, Derrida traces such fear to what he characterizesas an ontological
dimensionin Marx'sthought.That is, Derridaexplains the practicesof orthodox
Marxismin termsof Marx'spurportedideas and, hence, within the frameworkof
the history of ideas (which is not surprisingfor a thinkerdeeply influenced by
Heidegger). He claims that, in spite of Marx's emancipatorycritique,Marx-or
"theMarxistin him"-also continuedto believe in the boundarybetween present
reality and the spectral as a real limit (29, 38-39). Consequently,even as Marx
was conjuringup the specterof communism,he sought an embodied incorporated form for the spectral-as Manifesto, as party,pointing towardthe destruction
of the state and the end of the political (99). This purportedshift from the messianic-spectralto the apocalyptic-embodiedexpressed Marx's own fear of spectrality,accordingto Derrida,who seeks to demonstratethis contention by considering several of Marx's writings: The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis
Bonaparte, The GermanIdeology, and Capital.
Marx begins The EighteenthBrumairewith a meditationon the meaning of
past and future for revolutionaryactors. Elaboratinghis famous statementthat
the traditionof all the dead generationsweighs like a nightmareon the brainof
the living, Marx arguesthat in bourgeoisrevolutionsthe actorscharacteristically
have wrappedthemselves in the mantle of the past while creatinga new present;
the new revolution,however, can only draw its poetry from the future, not the
past. Interpretingthese passages, DerridamaintainsthatMarx, vainly attempting
to separatespirit and specter,is arguingthat futurerevolutionsmust destroy all
recourseto the past-they must cease to inherit.Such a conceptionof revolution,
however,ultimatelyis presentist(113-119).
This presentismis not merely restrictedto Marx'spolitical writings, according
to Derrida, but characterizes his philosophical texts such as The German
Ideology and Ccapitalas well. In discussing The GermanIdeology, Derridafocuses on Marx's lengthy critiqueof Max Stirner,the young Hegelian. According to
Marx, Stirner,who criticizedHegel for spiritualizingand mystifying Spirit,does
so from the standpointof the living body. However, such a critiqueof the spectral dimension of Hegel's thoughtis itself spectral,Marx argues,for the egological body, which serves as Stirner'scritical standpoint,is itself abstract,an artificial body; it is merely the space in which autonomizedentities are gathered,a
body of specters, a ghost (126-129).
Recasting Marx's argumentin the language of phenomenology,Derridacomments that for Marx both the phenomenalform of the world as well as the phenomenological ego are spectral;the standpointof his critique of the ChristianHegelian dimension of phenomenologyis the "practicalstructure"of the world:
work, production,actualization,techniques(130, 135).
This standpoint,however,is itself boundto a metaphysicsof presence,according to Derrida, who claims that Marx's critique is morphologically similar to
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Stirner's(131). Derridamaintainsthat, whateverthe differences between them,
both Marx and Stirnerwish to win out over the ghost; both oppose to a spectral
onto-theology the "hyper-phenomenologicalprinciple of the flesh and blood
presence of the living person" (132; 191, n. 14). Marx's critique differs from
Stirner'sonly quantitatively,as it were: it seeks to drivethe lattercritiquefurther.
Ultimately,Marx wishes to distinguish sharplythe specter (as negative) from
spirit (as positive), according to Derrida. But this distinction cannot be maintained. The specter is not only the carnal apparitionof the spirit (that is, the
fetish), it is also the impatientand nostalgic waiting for a redemption,for a spirit. The difference between specter and spirit, for Derrida,then, is a diff6rance
(136).

Derridaextends this interpretationto Marx's analysis of the commodity form
in the first chapterof Capital, volume 1. He notes that Marx seeks to show, with
his conception of commodity fetishism, that capitalismis characterizedprecisely by what it purportedlyhad left behind-animism, spiritism.Marx's approach
here parallelshis critiqueof Max Stirner,accordingto Derrida;it is a critiqueof
a form of "secularization"that reconstitutesthe animismit imagines it has overcome. The new form of animism therebyreconstituteddoes not appearas such
but instead appears as the object of phenomenological good sense-the phenomenological ego, for example, or the commodity as object.
Derridaassumes thatthe categoryof use-value is the standpointof Marx'scritique in Capitaland,hence, thathis critiqueis one from an ontological standpoint
of materiality,of presence.Accepting the time-honoredtraditionalMarxistreading, Derridarelates the use-value dimension to technics and identifies the category of value with the market.On that basis, he maintainsthat Marx's position
doesn't allow for a critique of technology; instead, it envisions a society that
extends furtherthe process of capitalistsecularization(160-163).
Derridaproceeds to argue that use-value and, hence, productionand technology, are not simply present;they are not really as free of specters as Marx purportedly assumes, but are socially informed. Hence, they cannot serve as the
standpointfor an emancipatorytheory.Rathersuch a theorycan only be one that
embracesspectrality.
Derridaconcludes this book by returningto the theme of a stripped-downmessianic hope, of waiting without the horizon of expectation.If one could count on
what is coming, hope would be but the calculation of a program(168-169). That
is, it would remainbound to presentism.Insteadof chasing away the ghosts, as
Marx did, one should grantthem the rightto return.This is a conditionof justice,
of a form of life fundamentallydifferentfrom presentexistence.
II

Derrida's intervention against the ideology of the new world order and his
attemptto presentdeconstructionas the heir of Marx-that is, as the basis for a
position that refuses to accept the presently given as necessary-are important
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and timely. They herald the end of a period, beginning in the late 1960s, when
newer critical approaches, sharply distancing themselves from an orthodox
Marxism that had manifested its complete bankruptcyin Paris and Prague,
implicitly focused on forms of domination characteristicof the Keynesian/Fordist/Statistepoch which was drawingto a close. These new forms of critical
thoughttended to valorize and emphasize the importanceof contingency,resispolitical sphere.Issues of the ongotance, culture,and the non-state-bureaucratic
ing dynamics of capitalism and their social and political consequences were
treatedmarginallyat best.
Specters of Marx expresses an awarenessthat contemporaryhistorical developmentsrequirea differentand more adequatetheoreticalresponse,one that also
addressesdirectlythe problematicof global capitalism.It implies that the conditions of post-Fordistcritical thoughthave changed dramaticallysince 1989, and
that many of the issues of the 1960s that subsequently impelled such critical
thoughtfor several decades have become historicallyanachronistic.
Derridaintends his notion of spectralityto provide the basis for a response to
these changedconditions.Ultimately,however,this notion is too socially andhistorically indeterminateto serve as the basis for an adequatecritiqueof the present. The weaknesses in Derrida'scritical approachemerge most clearly when he
directly discusses the contemporaryworld. As we have seen, Derridatreatsfundamentalproblems of the contemporaryworld descriptively:that is, he lists ten
"plagues"of the new world order.His list, however,leaves unclearwhetherthese
problems are interrelated;Derridadoes not explain what categories underliehis
critical description,or whetherthey are categories intrinsicto his critical philosophy.
Specters of Marx itself raises such issues-precisely because Derrida's critique of neo-liberalismmoves beyond a textuallyimmanentcritiqueand invokes
notions of empirical adequacy. Derrida criticizes writers like Fukuyama and
Allan Bloom for formulatinga new ideology which entails a "manicdisavowal"
of the bleak conditionsof the world today (78). He contravenesFukuyama'soptimistic picture by describing the contemporaryworld in terms of international
pauperization,economic conflict, and a fundamentalcrisis of the modernpolitical orderbroughtaboutby economic changes and the developmentof new communication technologies (53-54, 63-64, 74, 79-81, 112). In so doing, Derrida
clearly is representingthe neo-liberalpictureof the world as fundamentallydistorted, and his own position as based on a better,more adequateanalysis of the
world today. Such a position implicitly takes a step beyond the bounds of a
deconstructionistimmanentcritique, and necessarily raises the question of the
adequacyof social critiqueto its object.Yet this questionis one thatDerridadoes
not address.
In orderto addresssuch a question,Derridawould also have had to thematize
explicitly the issue of the historical dynamic of the contemporary world.
Derrida'sintervention,as we have seen, is a responseto the dramaticallychanged
historical situation since 1989. The recent collapse of the Soviet Union and of
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EuropeanCommunism,however, should not be viewed as self-enclosed, as representinglocal democraticvictories of societies over states. Rather,they should
be understoodwith referenceto a more generalhistoricaldevelopmentin the past
twenty-fiveyears entailing the decline of the Fordistregime of strongmetropolitan states, national corporations,and industrialtrade unions, and characterized
by increasingglobalization as well as the growing differentiationof wealth and
power.
This generaldevelopment,which has given rise to the new worldorderDerrida
excoriates, is one of several large-scale historical patternsthat can be descriptively discernedfrom the perspectiveof the end of the twentieth century.If the
first two-thirdsof this century was markedby the growing interventionin, and
control of, socioeconomic processes by nationalstates, the period since the early
1970s has seen the weakening, undermining,and-in the former Communist
countriesof Europe-collapse of such statistregimes. These patternshave been
general and overarching;they have not dependedfundamentallyon the political
parties or individuals in power. Hence, they cannot be understoodadequately
with reference to local factors and contingencies. The latter can explain variations in these common patterns;they cannot, however,explain the patternsthemselves.
In this light, the assumptioncommonly made during the 1960s in the West
(and earlier in the East) that the political sphere had achieved primacy over the
socioeconomic dynamics of capitalism-an assumption implicitly adopted by
much post-Marxism-has been shown to have been historically inadequate.
Subsequent decades have indicated that the attempt to master the historical
dynamic characteristicof capitalism by means of the state, as embodied in the
apparatusof the Keynesian state in the West, and the Stalinistparty-statein the
East, apparentlyhas failed. These general historical developments call for an
account that could adequatelygrasp the historical dynamic that apparentlyhas
resisted such attemptsat political control.
Derrida'scritique of neo-liberalismin Specters of Marx is closely tied to his
understandingof recent generalhistoricaldevelopments.Yet he does not provide
a frameworkfor analyzing such developments.Derrida'snotion of spectralityis
most useful as a critiqueof presentistconceptionsof the given and as a reminder
that much of Marxismunderminedits own intentionby groundingitself in presence and, hence, by promulgatinga vision of the future that did not fundamentally break with the present.As such, Derrida'sconception of the non-contemporaneitywith itself of the living presentprovides a standpointfrom which neoliberalismand traditionalMarxism,as well as metaphysicsand phenomenology,
can be criticized.
Derrida'sanalysis, however, does not provide the means for specifying spectralityas a critical categoryby linking it to a social and historicalanalysis of the
empiricalphenomenato which his criticism refers. For these purposes,it is simply not enough for Derridato assert that he is speaking in the Marxist code or
thatthe problematicscoming from the Marxisttraditionwill be indispensablefor
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analyzingsocial tensions and antagonismsfor a long time (54-55, 63-64). Rather,
having invoked the issue of empirical and historical adequacyin a work claiming to appropriateMarx, Derrida's critique of the new world order and of its
hegemonic ideology raises the question of the relationof that critiqueto Marx's
categorialanalysis of capitalism as well as to Marx's emancipatoryspirit. That
is, the natureof Derrida'scritiqueof the contemporaryworld implicitly requires
that he take a step he avoids-namely, that he problematizethe relation of the
categoriesof his criticalphilosophy to those of Marx's critical social theory,and
that he do so in a mannerconsistent with his critique of Marxist presentismas
well as of global capitalismtoday.
Marx's categories, however interpreted,cannot be used simply to paint a picture of "backgroundconditions"that are then insertedinto a very differenttheoretical framework.They are historically determinatesocial and epistemological
categories with far-reachingtheoretical implications that are at odds with any
attemptto understandthe world in a historically indeterminatefashion. Moreover, these categoriesare purportedlyreflexive.A self-reflexivecritiqueattempts
to ground its own possibility-the possibility of a fundamentalcritique of its
social universe-by means of the same categories with which it seeks to grasp
that universe.This sort of self-reflexive critical theory, then, is immanentto its
object. Hence, it must show that the possibility of a fundamentaltransformation
of the present is a determinatepossibility immanentto that present.The possibility of a fundamentalimmanentcritiqueof the presentorderand the possibility of a fundamentaltransformationof that orderare intrinsicallyrelated.
Derrida'scritical descriptionof the new world order lacks this self-reflexive
moment. Relatedly, although he positively characterizesthe spirit of Marx in
terms of its critical and questioningstance, as well as its emancipatoryand messianic affirmation(89), Derrida'sown critical descriptionof the new world order
is not intrinsicallyrelatedto his (messianic) affirmationof an emancipatorypossibility. His approachdelineates a powerful stance, but does not provide categories thatcan adequatelysupportits own social and historicalcritique.It neither
groundsthe categories with which it grasps the contemporaryworld, nor does it
reflexively groundits own critiqueand, hence, the possibility of a fundamentally differentfuture.
The notion of a fundamentallydifferent future as a determinatepossibility
immanentto the present should not be confused with the question of the likelihood of a fundamentaltransformation.The notion of determinatepossibility
serves to highlightthe problematiccharacterof any conception of the futureas a
break with the present that is not rooted in the present, and it insists that any
future order, even one fundamentallydifferent from our present, can only be
groundedin the tensions, possibilities, and strugglesof the present.In that sense,
any futurenecessarily will be historicallyimmanent,regardlessof the degree to
which the historicalactors may think they are undertakinga radicalleap outside
of history.
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The question, then, is whether a social critiqueof the present is possible that
would point towarda futurefundamentallydifferentfrom the presentandyet root
the possibility of that futurein the present. Such a critique would have to grasp
the present without simply reproducing and affirming that present. In other
words, the critical examinationof Derrida'sSpecters of Marx undertakenin this
essay raises the question of whether a critical theory is possible that would be
consonant with a certain spirit of deconstructionand its critique of presentism,
while providing a firmerfoundationfor a critical analysis of the contemporary
world. I have suggested that such a critique would requirea more fundamental
social and historicalturnthanDerridahas undertaken.Derridaapparentlyis wary
of any such turnbecause he fears thatit must necessarilyentail a turnto presentism. This assumptionis questionableand weakens his attemptto formulatean
adequatecritiqueof the presentand its historicaldynamic.
In Specters of Marx, Derrida acknowledges the importanceof a critique of
capitalismtoday as well as the power of Marx's analysis. However,as Derridais
only too aware of the various pitfalls associated with traditionalMarxism, he
seems to have thoughthe had little choice but to juxtapose elements of a Marxist
analysis to his own "spectral"approach.In orderto present an alternativetheoretical approach,I shall briefly present elements of a reading of Marx very different from the traditionalinterpretationunderlying Derrida's approach.4The
purposeof such a readingis not somehow to "defend"Marx from Derrida'scritique, but to provide the basis for a critical theory that can graspmore adequately the new world situationsocially andhistoricallyand still be congruentwith the
critical intentionof Derrida'sconception of spectralityand his critiqueof traditional Marxism.
Within the frameworkof this reading,Marx's categories in his matureworks
refer to historically specific social relations and should not be understood in
transhistorical,"material"terms. These social relations, grasped by categories
such as "commodity"and "capital,"are not primarily class relations-as is
assumed by traditional Marxist understandings-but peculiar quasi-objective
forms of social mediation,constitutedby determinateforms of social practices,
that exert a historically new, abstract,"structural"form of compulsion on the
actorswho constitutethem. The definingfeaturesof capitalism,accordingto this
interpretation,are not the marketand privateproperty.Hence, the standpointof
the critique of capitalism is not (industrial) production and the proletariat;
indeed, the latterare regardedas integralto and molded by the basic social relations of capitalism.
A possible post-capitalistfuture, within this framework,would not entail the
realizationof the industrialproletariatandthe laborit performs-that is, the realization in rationalform of the industrial,modernworld-but the overcomingof
a historically specific structureof abstractrationalcompulsions, as well as the
4. For an elaborationof this reading,see Moishe Postone, Time,Labot;and Social Domination:A
Reinterpretationof Marx's Critical Theory(Cambridge,Eng. and New York, 1993).
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concreteforms of production,labor,and, more generally,social life, historically
molded by those compulsions. Marx's critical theory of capitalism,then, is not
understoodas a critical analysis of a class-based variantof modern society, but
of modernsociety itself.
The categories of Marx's analysis, on this account, are historicallyspecific in
the sense that they are categories of modern,capitalist societies alone, and analytically distinguishthat form of social life. Yet these categories also are general
categories of capitalism. On a very high level of logical abstraction,they purportedlygrasp the core featuresof capitalistsociety and its dynamic-those features that characterizecapitalism regardlessof its more specific historical configurations, such as nineteenth-century"liberal"capitalism, twentieth-century
"statist" or "Fordist"capitalism, or late twentieth-century"post-Fordist"or
"postmodern"capitalism.Although such categories would not suffice to analyze
any of these more specific configurations,they provide the necessary point of
departurefor any such analysis, as well as for an analysis of the dynamicprocesses that transformone such general configurationinto another.
In historicizingthe fundamentalcategories of his critical theory in his mature
works, Marx, accordingto this reading, also historicizes the notion of a historical dynamic. He implicitly abandonsthe transhistoricalnotion that humanhistory in general has a dynamic in favor of an analysis of a historically specific historical dynamic as a unique and specifying characteristicof capitalism.The categories of Marx's maturecritiqueof political economy-frequently understood
as categories of the market and class-based exploitation (private property)
alone-provide the basis for an analysis of the fundamentalfeaturesand driving
force of that historicallyspecific dynamic at a very high level of logical abstraction.
Transhistorical conceptions of history-whether Hegelian or traditional
Marxist-ultimately entail an affirmationof a dynamic (and, relatedly,of totality) against which thinkers like Derrida have reacted. The historically-specific
understandingof historical dynamics outlined above removes the problematic
from the realm of metaphysical assertions about the nature of social reality
(whetherthe latteris totalizingor heterogeneous,for example) and instead seeks
to grasp socially a historicallyunique dynamicprocess. Withinthe frameworkof
such an understanding,the existence of a historicaldynamic is not viewed as the
positive locomotive of human existence, but is grasped critically, as a form of
heteronomy,of abstracttemporaldomination.
This understandingin turn casts light upon a very importantdimension of
democracy-namely, self-determination.Withinthis framework,capitalismis in
tension with democracy not simply because of the structuralinequalities in
wealth and power it producesand reproduces,but because the existence of a historical dynamicnecessarily implies importantlimitationson the structuralpossibilities of self-determination.Far from equatingthe abolition of capitalismwith
an (apocalyptic)end of politics (a position criticized by Derrida),this analysis
points to an expandedrealm of politics as a possible consequence of the abolition of capitalism'sstructuralconstraints.
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This conceptualturnentails a returnto a conceptionof totality-but not as an
affirmativecategory,as in orthodoxMarxism,where the problemof capitalismis
considered to be its irrationaland fragmentedcharacter.Rather,totality here is
the object of the critique.This approach,like Derrida's,is critical of homogeneity and totalization.However, ratherthan denying their real existence, this critique groundsprocesses of homogenizationand totalizationin historically specific forms of social relationsand seeks to show how structuraltensions internal
to those relations open up the possibility of the historical abolition of those
processes.
The problem with many recent critical approachesthat affirmheterogeneity,
includingDerrida's,is thatthey seek to inscribeit quasi-metaphysically,by denying the existence of what could only be historicallyabolished. In this way, positions intendedto empowerpeople end up being profoundlydisempowering,inasmuch as they bracketand renderinvisible central dimensions of dominationin
the modernworld.
The differencebetween a transhistorical,affirmativeconceptionof a historical
dynamic and a historically-specificand critical one is an importantdifference
between Hegel and Marx. This difference has been conflated by Fukuyama,
Kojeve, and much orthodox Marxism. Delrida, too, assimilates Marx to Hegel
and assumes that any notion of a directionalhistorical dynamic must be linear,
teleological, and affirmative-hence, ultimately presentist. Consequently,
Derridaopposes historyas the linearstringingtogetherof units of abstracthomogeneous time to eventness-an opposition that reproducesthe classic antinomy
of necessity and freedom.Withinthis dichotomousscheme, fundamentalchange
can occur only as the result of a completely unexpectedrupture;it is not a possibility immanentin the present.
These assumptionsundermineDerrida'sability to grasp critically the dynamic of capitalism and, hence, a central dimension of domination in the modern
world in a way that could also ground the immanentpossibility of fundamental
qualitative change. Because he understandsthat dynamic through the lens of
affirmativeforms of orthodoxMarxism-which he rejects as presentist-Derrida
jettisons too much of Marx's analysis in his attemptto appropriatethe "spiritof
Marx";he reads a historically-specificcritical analysis as transhistoricaland,
ultimately,affirmative.
This reading emerges very clearly in Derrida's various critiques of Marx's
texts. In discussing Marx's analysis of money in A Contributionto the Critique
of Political Economy, his critical investigationof Max Stirnerin The German
Ideology, as well as his analysis of commodity fetishism in Capital, Derrida
claims that Marx's critique of ghosts, specters, and mystification is from the
standpoint of living presence. Reading Marx through the lens of Henry
Blanchot's interpretationand, more generally, the sort of phenomenological
readings that were widespread in France for several decades after the Second
WorldWar,Derridaassimilates Marx to the sort of phenomenologicalpositions
criticized in Derrida'searlierworks.
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Yet, in every one of the texts Derridacites, what he takes to be "living presence" is, in Marx's analysis, a peculiar, historically specific, abstractform of
social relations that exists (necessarily) in reified form. Derrida assumes, for
example, thatMarx's critiqueof money opposes it to living reality (46-47). This
argument,however,conflatesMarx with Proudhon,who consideredmoney to be
the locus of the abstract,homogenizing tendencies of modern,capitalist society
and, opposing money to living labor, promulgated the abolition of money.
Criticizing Proudhon, Marx argued that money as a universal homogenizing
equivalent is the expression of a peculiar, historically specific, form of social
relationswhich molds both terms of Proudhon'sopposition, that it is impossible
to abolish the phenomenalform of abstractsocial mediationwithout abolishing
the peculiarsocial relationsit expresses.
Similarly,as we have seen, Derridacriticizes Marx for formulatinga critique
of Stirnerthat is morphologicallysimilar to Stirner'scritique of Hegel. Yet, far
from criticizing Stirner from the standpoint of the "hyper-phenomenological
principle of the flesh-and-bloodpresence of the living person" (191, n. 14), as
Derridawould have it, Marx, I would argue, is claiming that the modern individual is socially and historicallyconstitutedby a form of social relationsthat it,
in turn, constitutes. On that basis, Marx criticizes Stirnerfor presupposingthe
individualas given, as an ontologically irreduciblepoint of departure,ratherthan
as a historicalresult.
Derrida,in otherwords,consistentlytakes as the "material,"ontological standpoint of Marx's critiquethat which Marx analyzes as the reified expression of a
historically specific form of social relations.Consequently,Derrida's"materialist" readingof Marx undermineshis ability to grasp the dynamic of capital as a
"real"reification in a manner that would overcome the classic opposition of
necessity and contingency.This emerges most clearly in Derrida'sdiscussion of
Capital.
As we have seen, Derrida assumes that, in Capital, use-value provides the
ontological standpointfor Marx's critiqueof the commodity form and its mystifications. Relating use-value to technics, Derrida identifies Marx's critique of
capitalism with the orthodox Marxist valorizationof industrialproduction.He
claims, on this basis, that Marx's critique remains bound to the immediacy of
presence; its vision of the future cannot really point the way beyond the domination of the present.Derridathen tries to deconstructMarx's critiqueby pointing out (in a transhistoricalmanner)that use-value (and hence production)is not
simply there, but also has a spectral dimension. By evacuatingthis dimension,
Marx tied himself to the present, only to remain haunted by the specter he
attemptedto exorcise.
Derrida's understandingof Marx's critique of capitalism and conception of
history is fundamentally orthodox. He regards Althusserianism as the most
sophisticatedform of Marxismand, in a book that wrestles with the commodity
form, ignores the works of Lukaicsand Adorno. Because he presupposes that
Marx had a teleological conception of history which grasped historical tempo-
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rality as the successive linking of presentsidentical to themselves, Derridadoes
not continue his readingof Capital beyond the firstchapter.
But there are serious problemswith stoppingin the firstchapter,which could,
at first glance, be understoodin terms of a simple static opposition between the
abstract/socialand the physical/natural.Marx's investigationof the commodity
form is only the point of departurefor his analysis of capital.And that analysis,
as noted above, seeks to delineate and groundthe historically specific dynamic
of modern society. The dynamic it outlines, however, differs considerablyfrom
the traditionalMarxist scenario and actually is consonant with Derrida'sstance
in importantways.
I have arguedthatMarx'sanalysis of the commodityform and of capital is not
a critique from the standpointof labor, objects, and materialproduction,transhistorically understood.Rather,it is a theory of a historically specific abstract
form of social mediation-a form of social relations that is unique inasmuchas
it is mediatedby labor.What characterizesthe moderncapitalistworld, according to Marx, is that labor not only mediates the subject/object relations of
humansand nature,but also mediatesthe relationsamong people. This impartsa
peculiarly abstractquality to modern social relations and the forms of domination that ultimatelyconstrainand mold modernsocial life.
The commodity as the basic social form of capitalist modernityis not, therefore, a unified, homogeneous whole. Rather,as a peculiar social mediationconstitutedby labor, it embodies both a materialand a social dimension. This historically specific, socially constituteddualism is not simply a static opposition.
Rather,in Marx's analysis, use-value and value interact.This interaction,rooted
in the dual characterof the commodity form, generates a complex immanent
dynamic, hauntedby what Derridawould call the specter of value acting as an
automaticsubject,appearingnow in the form of variouscommodities,now in the
form of money. Contraryto Derrida'sreading of Marx, use-value is not outside
this dynamic, but is very much integralto it; relatedly,technology is molded by
value (and is not, as in traditionalMarxism,outside of the social relationsof capitalism).
This dynamic is a centralcharacteristicof the abstractdominationof capital.
It is not simply a linear succession of presentsbut is a complex dialectic of two
forms of constitutedtime. It involves the accumulationof the past in a form that
entails the ongoing reconstitutionof the fundamentalfeaturesof capitalismas an
apparentlynecessary present, markedby the domination of abstract,homogeneous, constanttime, of time as present-even as it is hurtledforwardby another form of time, which is concrete, heterogeneous, and directional.This latter
movementof time is "historicaltime."Such time is not, however,a counter-principle to capitalisttime (as Lukaicswould have it), but is anotherform of constitutedtime, also integralto capital,which, in its interplaywith abstracttime, constitutes the overarchingnonlineardynamic of capitalist society. Both historical
time and abstracttime are constitutedas forms of domination.
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Withinthe frameworkof this analysis of temporalityand capitalism,then, the
ongoing present is never simply present. Rather,as an ongoing "chain of presents,"it is itself constitutedby a complex interactionbetween what Derridacalls
spectralityand the present.On the one hand, this dynamicentails the accumulation of past time that dominates the living by constantly reconstitutingpresent
time. It is in this sense that Marx's well-known statement in The Eighteenth
Brumaire should be understood-that the traditionof all the dead generations
weighs like a nightmareon the brainof the living. Marx is not simply rejecting
the past. Rather,he analyzes what Derrida criticizes as the domination of the
present,in termsof the dominationof the living by the past in a form that reconstitutes the present as necessity. On the other hand, accordingto this reading, it
is precisely the same accumulationof past time that underminesthe necessity of
the presentand makes possible a differentfuture.Here the futureis made possible by the appropriationof the past.
This critiquedoes not grounditself in the gap between ideals and reality,but
in a growing temporaltension between what is and what could be, generatedby
the accumulationof objectified past time. Its standpointis not the living body,
presence, labor,production-as Derridawould have it-but the emergentpossibility of a fundamentallydifferentfuture.That futurewould not be based on the
realizationof the present-of history and of proletarianlabor-but on their abolition as expressions of abstractdomination.
This approach,then, historicizeshistory.It does so in a manner,moreover,that
avoids the unfortunatedualism of history (necessity) and event (contingency)
reintroducedby Derrida.This readingalso suggests that Derrida'sconception of
spectralityis not sufficiently differentiated:the reconstitutionof the present as
well as its underminingare both aspects of what Derrida terms "spectrality."
Moreover,this nonlineardynamic patternis obscuredby yet anotherdimension
of what could be termedthe spectral-the various forms of fetishism, whereby
the materialdimensionof the social mediationveils its historicallyspecific social
dimension.These importantdistinctions,however,cannot be graspedby the category of spectrality,by an approachlike Derrida'sthat simply opposes spectrality to living presence.
The weaknesses of the notion of spectralityare relatedto the Marxismagainst
which Derridais reacting.When he does refer to the spectraleffects of the commodity, Derridapresupposesthat, for Marx, concrete labor and use values are
somehow independentand outside of the value and commodity forms, and can
be grasped adequatelyby phenomenologicalgood sense (149-156). This understanding, which effects a radical separation between the material dimension
(understoodin terms of productionand labor) and the social dimension (understood in terms of the marketand privateproperty),is at the heart of traditional
Marxismand was also not called into question by Althusser.It does not provide
the basis for a critiqueof modernproduction,and tends to grasp the notion of a
historicaldynamic affirmativelyratherthancritically,as a form of abstractdomination.
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By playing off his approachagainst this sort of Marxism-which lends itself
to the same sort of critique Derrida developed of phenomenology-Derrida
develops a conception of spectralitythat is not fully adequateto the problematic
he addresses. He formulates a theory of "hauntology"to undermine what he
takes to be an ontology of being andtime. In termsof the readingI have outlined,
Derrida'sattemptboth is parallelto Marx's and, ironically,much less historically powerful.
The approachI have outlinedto the critiqueof political economy is consonant
in many ways with Derrida'sstance. It differs inasmuchas it is socially and historically determinateand gets beyond the oppositions that underlie Derrida's
approacheven as he seeks to deconstructthem. Inasmuchas it providesthe basis
for an analysis of the dynamicof capitalism,such an approachcould serve as the
point of departurefor an analysis of the ongoing historicaltransformationsof the
contemporaryworld,of the rise in the past decades of a new configurationof capitalism.Yet it also allows for a conception of a very differentfuture.That is, like
Derrida'sapproach,such a critical theory points to a future that breaks fundamentally with the domination of abstract homogeneous time. Unlike that
approach,however,such a theoryprovidesthe basis for a rigoroussocial and historical analysis of the contemporaryworld, and does so in a way that allows for
a conception of a fundamentallydifferent future as a historically determinate
possibility.
Consideredfrom the vantage point of such a critical theory, the strengthsof
Derrida's intervention are also its weaknesses. If, as Habermas asserts,
Heideggerput philosophyback in the dominantposition from which it had been
drivenby the (social and historical)critiquesof the Young Hegelians,5the limits
of Derrida'spost-Heideggerianattemptto unseat philosophy are highlightedby
his attemptto confrontcritically the new world order and claim the inheritance
of Marx's critical spirit-that is, by his attemptto address social and historical
issues.

This attempt inadvertentlyreveals that the enterpriseof immanently deconstructingphilosophical narrativesin order to underminecertain reified cultural
self-understandingsultimatelyremainsbound within the limits of philosophical
discourse. Although Derrida's concept of spectrality has an importantcritical
edge, directedagainst any given orderand any notion of an end-stateof history,
it is too socially and historicallyindeterminateto serve as the basis for a critical
analysis of contemporaryhistorical developments. The concept of spectrality,
then, illuminates what should be an importantdimension of a social critique
today; but it is not fully adequateas a core concept of such a critique.It thereby
reveals the need for a contemporarycritical social theory.
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The Universityof Chicago
5. Jirgen Habermas, The Philosophical Discourse of Moder-nity,transl. Frederick Lawrence
(Cambridge,Mass., 1987), 131.
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